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1. INTRODUCTION 
The definition in Section 2 of a functional differential equation of neutral 
type is general enough to include differential difference equations of the form 
wheref, g are continuous functions of their arguments. In contrast to retarded 
equations ( g = 0), the theory of stability of (1 .l) is still in its infancy with 
some partial results based on a variation of constants formula contained in 
[II, c31. 
For ordinary and retarded functional differential equations, one powerful 
tool in stability theory is the second method of Liapunov. In this paper, 
we define a class of equations of neutral type for which it is possible to 
develop a theory of stability using Liapunov functions which is as compre- 
hensive as the known theory of Liapunov functions for retarded equations and 
includes the principle of invariance of LaSalle [.5] and Hale [4]. 
This class of equations is general enough to permit g andf to depend on all 
values of x on the interval [t - 1, t], but the function g must be linear in x 
and the operator on x which is differentiated in (1.1) must be stable (see 
Section 3). The characterization of srable operators in terms of specific 
properties of g seems to be extremely difficult. On the other hand, if g = 0, 
the operator is stable so that the theory includes the retarded functional 
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differential equations. Also, if g = Cfzl A&t - k) where the A, are constant 
matrices, then the operator is stable if and only if the roots of the equation 
det[l - Al&‘] = 0 
have modulii less than 1. 
2. NOTATION 
Let RR be a real or complex n-dimensional linear vector space with norm 
1 . I. For r 3 0, let C = C([--r, 01, Rn) be the space of continuous functions 
taking [-Y, O] into R” with 1 IJI 1, IJI E C, defined by / ~JJ / = ~up-,,~~~a\ v(0)\. 
Suppose T is a real number and g, f are continuous functions taking 
[T, co) x C -+ R” and define the functional difference operator 
D(.) : [T, co) x C ---f R’l 
by 
DW = v(O) - & ?I, (2.1) 
for t E [T, GO), y E C. A functional differential equation is a system of the form 
where x2 E C is defined by ~~(0) = x(t + 0), --Y .< 0 ,< 0. 
For any y E C, u E [T, co), a function x = x(u, q) defined on [u - Y, 0 + A) 
is said to be a solution of (2.2) on (o., u + A) with initial value 97 at o if x is 
continuous on [u - Y, u + A), x, = q~, D(t)q is continuously differentiable 
on (u, u + A) and relation (2.2) is satisfied on (u, u + A). 
The initial value problem 
x, = cp, 
& D(t) 
(2.3) 
“vt = .f (f> 4, t > u, 
is equivalent to the integral equation 
(2.4) 
For g = 0, D(t)q~ = q~(0) and equation (2.2) is the standard functional 
differential equation of retarded type. For f = 0, equation (2.2) is a type of 
functional difference equation. If (2.2) h as a solution which has a smooth 
derivative and g has continuous derivatives in t, q~, then the function xt 
satisfies 
.i.(t) - gq’(t, 4% - gt’(4 %I = f(4 %>. 
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This is a functional differential equation in which the rate of change of the 
system at time t depends not only upon the history of [! ~- Y, t] but the 
derivative of the history on [t ~’ Y, t]. As we see, the main restriction imposed 
by writing the equation in the form (2.2) is the restriction to equations which 
are linear in &*t ogether with some smoothness conditions on the coefficients. 
System (2.2) is said to be a functional differential equation of neutral type 
if g(t, p) is non-atomic at zero. The precise definition of this property is not 
important to us in this paper, but the concept insures that the function 
g(t, p) does not depend very strongly upon p(O). In particular, if g(t, cp) 
depends only upon values of ~(8) for --Y < 0 ~-< --E < 0 then g(‘, ‘p) is 
non-atomic at zero. General existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence 
theorems have been given in [Z] for system (2.3) under the hypothesis that 
g(t, F) is non-atomic at zero. 
In this paper, it is always assumed thatg(t, q) is linear in 9 and the functions 
g, f satisfy enough additional properties to ensure the existence, uniqueness 
and continuous dependence of the solution x(0, IJI) of (2.3) on the initial data. 
These properties of solutions will prevail if the function g satisfies conditions 
(3.1) of the next section and the function f(t, p’) is continuous in f, v and 
locally lipschitzian in 9. 
3. STABLE FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCE OPERATORS 
In this section, we study a class of functional difference operators which are 
very useful in stability theory and the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
functional differential equations of neutral type. Suppose T E R, 
g:[T,co)xC+R” 
is continuous, g(t, p) is linear in v and there are an n x n matrix ~(t, 6’), 
t E [T, co), 0 E [-Y, 01, of b ounded variation in 8 and a scalar function l(s) 
continuous nondecreasing for s E [0, Y], Z(0) == 0, such that 
for all t in [T, co), y in C. For the linear operator D(t) defined by (2.1) and 
for any HE C([T, oc)), R”), the space of continuous functions taking [T, CO) 
into R*, (T E [T, co), p) E C, consider the equation 
D(t) Xt = D(o) qJ + H(t) - H(u), t >, u’, 
(3.2) 
x, = qL 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose r% is a subset of C([T, co), P). We say the 
operator D(t) is uniformly stable with respect to &’ if there are constants K, M 
such that for any q E C, CJ E [T, co) and HE %‘, the solution x(u, 9, H) of (3.2) 
satisfies 
I xt(u, T, WI d KI 93 i + M SUP i M(u) - H(u)l, t ;3 CT. (3.3) 
oiiu<t 
A trivial example of an operator uniformly stable with respect to 
C([T, CO), R”) is given by D(t)p, = ~(0) - g(t, v) where for some 6,O < 6 < 1 
and for some tOEIT,a), [g(t,cp)l<(1--8)1F[ for all ~EC, t>to. 
When g is independent of t, this condition implies the roots of the equation 
det 1 ( - 1” [4-w PO) = 0 -7 
have modulii <l - y, y > 0. If one only assumes that the roots of this 
equation have modulii 61 - y, y > 0, then it is not known that D(t) is 
uniformly stable with respect to C([T, co), Z?“). On the other hand, with 
further restrictions on g, we can prove 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose the A, , k = 1, 2 ,..., N are n x n constant matrices, 
TV, 0 < -rk < r, are real numbers such that the ratios Tj/Tk are rational if 
N> l.Zf 
D(v) = do> -- 5 Ad-4 (3.4) 
I,=1 
and all roots of the equation 
det Z - f Al;p-‘k = 0 
k=l I 
have modulii less than 1, then D is uniformly stable with respect to C([T, oo), R”). 
Proof. By a change in the time scale in (3.2), we may assume that the 7k. 
are integers, say 7k = k, k = 1, 2 ,..., N, and we may take cr = 0. Further- 
more, the matrix Z - xrz, A, is nonsingular so that the constant function 
1; = [I- ~l-4pP, 
is well defined. If h(t) = H(t) - H(O), yt = xt - 5, $(d) = ~(0) - 5 in 
(3.2), then 
Dyt = h(t), 
Yo = h D$ = 0. 
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Letting .a = (a(i),..., ,G)), zIr;-+l)(t) = r(t - k), k = 0, I ,,.., iL’ - I, this 
system can be written as 
z(t) = Az(t - I) + h*(t), t > 0, ,q, L; y, 
where / Y / ,( L j # / for some constant L, h* = (h, O,..., 0, 0) and the 
eigenvalues of A have modulii less than 1. If k is the greatest integer <t -+ 0, 
then 
z(t + 0) = A’c-” Y(t + I9 - k - 1) + h*(t + 0) 
+ Ah*@ + 0 - 1) + 9.. + A”h*(t -1 0 - k), 
for -1 < 0 < 0. Therefore, 
t [l + I A I -t ... + t Afi II SUP i h*@)l. 
O<U<t 
Also, as k + co, 1 Ak jl:li ---z p < 1 since the eigenvalues of A have modulii 
less than 1. This implies the series converge and proves the lemma. 
An important special case of a uniformly stable operator is Dg, = p(O); 
that is, the “difference” operator associated with retarded functional differen- 
tial equations. This is obviously stable from Lemma 3.1 since the equation 
(3.5) has no roots. 
Using the same proof as in Lemma 3.1, one can generalize the lemma to 
the case in which the A, = Ak(t), t 2 T’, provided there is a 6 > 0 such that 
the roots p(t) of the equation 
det 1 ~- i Ak(t) p-5 = 0, 
k-1 
satisfy 1 p(t)/ < 1 - 6 for t E [7, Go). 
If 2 = (0) and D(t) is uniformly stable with respect to (O}, then relation 
(3.3) implies in particular that the solutions of the homogeneous functional 
difference equation 
D(t) X{ = 0, t b 0, 
x, = p, D(+?J = 0, 
are uniformly stable. If 2’ = C([T, co), P), much more is implied about the 
solutions of (3.6). A discussion of the properties of such stable operators is 
the subject of the next lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. If D(t) is uniformly stable with respect to C([T, CO), Rn), then 
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there are constants /3, 01 > 0 such that for every u E [T, CO), q~ E C, the solution 
x(u, q~) of (3.6) satisfies 
I Xt(u, y)l < Pe-+QJ/ 9) I, t >/ u. 
Proof. Suppose D(t)x, = 0, x, = IJJ, Z(s) is defined in (3.1) and (Y > 0 
is any positive constant chosen so that 2Z(r)(ea’ - 1) ear < 1. There is no 
loss in generality to take M = K in (3.3). If 
y,(d) = ea(t+e-o)xt(e), 4(e) = e%(f4, -r < e < 0, 
then y0 = # and it is easy to see that 
Wrt = WW + W,Y,) - h(o, 41, 
W, Y) = j” E4&, 4(e-ae - 1) Y@% --P 
for every y E C. The above choice of a implies / h(t, y)[ < j y ( e-ur/K;e. 
Since ( # 1 < 1 9 1 and D(t) is a uniformly stable operator, ( xt 1 < KI v (, 
relation (3.3) and the definition of yt imply 
IYtl <(K+$j:d +g sup jyu[ o<u<t 
< (K+3):vl +g eacteo) sup j x, I o<u<t 
Since 
1 yt / > e-nrea(t-o)l xt 1, 
this latter inequality yields 
I xt I f S’e-@+o)l CD I + iI Y I, t 3 0, 
where 215’ = (2K + l)ear. 
Reapplying estimate (3.7) using estimate (3.9, we have 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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A repetition of this process yields 
for all t > u and every positive integer n. Since K > 1, this implies 
and proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. There is a positive constant N such that for any t in [r, co), 
there are vj E C, ) yj ) < N, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, such that @ L= (yl ,..., & satisfies 
D(t)@ = I, the identity matrix. In particular, D(t) maps C onto Rn for each 
2 E [T, co). 
Proof. The function det A is a continuous mapping of the n x n matrices 
A E Rna into R. The fact that det I = 1 implies the existence of an f > 0 
such that detAf0 if j A --Ii < E. For any s in [0, r], let the function 
# E C([-r, 01, R) be defined by 
Then 
t 
0, -r < e < -s, 
W) = 1 + f 
S’ 
-s < 6 < 0. 
From (3.1), there is an s > 0 such that 1 D(t)41 - I / < E for all t E [T, co). 
Thus, the matrix D(t)41 forms a basis in Rn and each column of the matrix $1 
in C is bounded by a constant independent of t E [r, XI). A change of basis 
yields the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. If D(t) is a uniformly stable operator with respect to 
C([r, CO), Rn), then there are positive constants a, b, c, d such that for any 
h E C([T, CO), R”), D E [T, co), the solution s(u, p, h) of the equation 
satisfies 
D(t)xt = h(t), t *> u, x, =- v, (3.9) 
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for all t >, u. Furthermore, the constants a, b, c, d can be chosen so that for any 
s E [UP 00) 
for t 2 s + r. 
Proof. For any s in [a, GO), we first make a transformation of variables in 
(3.9) which will ensure that h(s) = 0. From Lemma 3.3, there is a constant N, 
independent of s, o and an n x n matrix @ depending on s, @ = (pl ,..., v,J, 
vj E C, j vj ( < N, such that D(s)@ = I. If y : [s - r, a) -+ Rn is defined by 
(3.12) 
then D(s) yS = D(s)@h(s) = h(s). Therefore, for t 3 s, 
W>(~t - it) = h*(t) (3.13) 
where h*(t) also depends upon s and satisfies 
h”(s) = 0, 
I h*(t)1 < L I h(u)19 
(3.14) 
sup 
pax(s.t--r)]<u<t 
for some constant L independent of s and U. Also, from the definition of y 
in (3.12), we have 
If at = xt - yt , then D(s)xS = 0. Our next objective is therefore to 
estimate the function zt satisfying the equation 
D(t)q = h”(t), t > s, z, = #, WSM = 0, (3.16) 
in terms of its value q5 at s and 1 h*(u)\ for u > s. 
The solution z(s, $, h*) of (3.16) can be written as 
+, 4, h*) = G, A 0) + ~t(s, 0, h*), t g3 s. 
Since D(t) is uniformly stable with respect to C([T, co), R"), we know that 
I G, $2 h*)l < KI $ I + M sup I h*(u)l, t2.s sGL<t 
I %(s, 0, h*)l < M ,zs, I h*(u)/, t 3 s. 
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Also, from Lemma 3.2, there are /I > 0, (Y Y> 0, such that 
j .q(s, 4, O)l < /3e-a(t-s)j 4 1, t . s. 
Consequently, 
If we now let zt = xt - y1 ,# = x, - ys and use (3. I3), (3.14), (3.15), we see 
there are positive constants c’, d such that 
Since D(t) is uniformly stable with respect to C([r, co), R”), we can estimate 
( x,(u, v, h)j uniformly in terms of j p, j and supO.~~[ h(u)[ to obtain constants 
b, c such that 
For s = o, this gives (3.10) and for t > s -1 Y, this gives (3.11). This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose D(t) is a uniformly stable operator with respect to 
C([T, co), R”) and h E C([,, co), R”) is such that h(t) -j 0 as t ---f co. Then the 
solution x(u, v, h) of (3.9) approaches zero as t + co uniformly with respect 
to v in [r, co) and v in closed bounded sets. 
Proof. Suppose a, b, c, d are the positive constants given in Lemma 3.4 
and 6, E are arbitrary positive numbers. Choose T L T(E) so that 
and choose t, = t,(8, E) 3 T - 7 + r so that 
Cexp[-a(t,, - T -+ 7)]}[bS -t- c ;:i / h(u)/] c ~12. , 
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For any u in [T, CO) and s = u + T - 7, relation (3.11) implies that the 
solution x(u, y, h) of (3.9), / g, / < S satisfies 
< 5 exp[--a(f - t, - u)] + i, 
for t >, o + T - 7 + r. Therefore, 
I Xt(U, 9, 41 < E9 t >/ t, + u. 
This implies the conclusion of the lemma. 
4. STABILITY FOR NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
In this section, we consider the equation 
where D(t) is defined in (2.1) with g satisfying (3.1), f : [T, co) x C + Rn 
is continuous, takes closed bounded sets into bounded sets and system (4.1) 
has a unique solution x(u, v) which depends continuously upon u, 9. If 
V : [T, m) x C + R is continuous, we define the “derivative” v(‘(t, y) along 
the solutions of (4.1) as 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that the solution x = 0 of (4.1) is uniformly 
stable if for every E > 0, there exists a S = S(E) > 0 such that for all 
u E [T, co), 7 > -co, any solution x(u, v) of (4.1) with initial value y at 0, 
/ ‘p ( < S satisfies ( x~(u, 9))j < E for t > u. It is uniformly asymptotically stable 
if it is uniformly stable and for some fixed S > 0, for any 7 > 0, there exists 
a T = T(q) > 0 such that 1 9) 1 < S implies j xt(u, v)/ < 71 for t >i u + T. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose u(s), v(s), ( ) w s are continuous functions for s in 
[0, oo), u(s), v(s) are positive, nondecreasing for s > 0, u(O), v(0) = 0, w(s) is 
nonnegative, nondecreasing and V : [T, CO) x C + R is a continuous function 
satisfying 
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If D(t) is una.ormly stable with respect to C([T-, co), R?l), then the solutlo~~ .\ 0 
of (4.1) is unjfoymly stable. If, in addition, w(s) > 0 for s :- 0, then tire solution 
x = 0 is uniformly nsymptoticnlly stable. 
Proof. Suppose the constants b, c, d are defined as in Lemma 3.4. 1’01 
any E > 0, choose 6 so that b6 < ~12, v(6) < u(,/Z(c f d)). If p is in (‘, 
1 y [ < 6, then (4.2) implies r(t, xt(u, q)) nonincreasing and 
u(l D(t)x,(u, p)i) G V(t, .q(u, v)) < V(u, q) < v(S) < u(c/2(c + d)). 
Consequently, j D(t)x,(o, q)l < l /2(c + d) for all t --; 0. Since D(t) is 
uniformly stable with respect to C([T, co), R”), relation (3.10) implies 
/ ~~(0, p)l -< b/ p 1 + (c + d) E/~(c + d) -< b6 + t/2 < E. 
Therefore, the solution .x: z: 0 is uniformly stable. 
For c := 1, choose 6, = 6(l) as the above constant for uniform stability. 
Then, for any (T > 7, / p 1 < 6, implies 
I xt(a, rp)j < I,jD(t)q(a, 9)); < I/Z(c t d), t >: u. 
For any E > 0, we wish to show there is a T(S, , E) such that any solution 
x((J, p) of (4.1) with / 9) / < 6, satisfies j x,(0, y)j < E for t > u + T(6, , 6). 
To do this, we show there is a T(6, , c) and t’ in [a, u + T(6, , e)] such that 
1 xtt(u, q)l < 6, where 6 = S( ) E is the above constant for uniform stability. 
The uniform stability then implies that / xt(o, p)/ < E for t 3 t’ and, in 
particular, for t >, u + 7’(6,, c). 
For a, 6, c, d as in Lemma 3.4, choose a: = o”(6, , c) > 0 so that 
e --aol(60eE) b8, + c 
( 
’ 
2(c $- d) 
) < $ . 
Since f takes closed bounded sets into bounded sets, there is a constant L 
such that lf(s, x,(0, v)l <L for s > 0, 1 v j < 6,. Let K,, = K(S, , c) be the 
smallest integer such that K, > v(6,)/[(6/2d) w(6/4d)]. Suppose there is a 
solution x = x(0,9)) of (4.1) with ( g, j < 8, and / xt(cr, q)l >, 6 for (T < t < 
u + 2(1 + I+). Consider the sequences sk = u + (2K - 1)x, So’ = u + 2Ra, 
k = 1, 2,..., Kc, + 1. Taking s = sL , t = sk in relation (3.11), we have 
6 < IX,’ I1 G {exd--a(+’ - 4lN4 e, I +- c oyz),, I W xu I) 
+ d SUP $‘> ,,<5>’ i D(u) x” ’ 
< ; + d SUP I D(4 xu I. 
s,<u<s,’ 
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therefore, there must exist a t, in [sk, sk’] such that ( D(t&,,: ( 3 S/2d, 
k = 1, 2 )...) K, + 1. 
Since [f(~, x,(u, v))/ <L for all s > u, / g, [ < 6, , on the intervals 
I, = [t, - 6/4dL, t, + 6/4dL] we have j D(t)xt j > 6/4d. Consequently, 
p(t, xt) < -zu(6/4d), t E I,, k = I, 2 ,..., K,, + 1. By taking L sufficiently 
large if necessary, we may assume the intervals II, are non-overlapping. 
Therefore, 
WC 3 Xi,) < vu, p’) - w ($) & @ - 1) 
< v&J - w (&) $ (k - 1). 
If k - 1 = K,, , then V(t k , xtls (u, 9)) < 0, which is a contradiction. There- 
fore, there must be a t’ in the interval 
b, u + 2 (1 + q4J > 4) 4% ,41 
such that 1 x~,(u, v)l < 6. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose D in (4.1) is independent of t, V : C + R is 
continuous, maps bounded sets into bounded sets and there exist continuous, 
nondecreasing nonnegative functions a(s), b(s), s >, 0, positive for s > 0, an open 
set U in C and a bounded open neighborhood N of zero in C such that V(v) 
satis$es 
(i) V(QJ) > 0 on 77, V(y) = 0 on the boundary 8U of U. 
(ii) 0 belongs to the closure of U n N; 
(iii) V(y) < a(/ Dp, I) on [T, co) x (U n N) 
(iv) %p) 3 &I QJ I) on [T, 00) x (u n N). 
Under these conditions, the solution x == 0 of (4.1) is unstable. More specifically, 
eech soZution X(U, v) of (4.1) with initial value y in U n N at u E [T, co) must 
reach the boundary of N infinite time. 
Proof. Suppose p,, E U n N, (J E [T, co). Then I/(& > 0. From (iv), the 
solution x = x(u, cp,,) satisfies V(x,) 3 V(q,,) as long as X+ E U n N. From 
(iii) and (iv), this implies 
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as long as xt E U n N. If 7 = b(a-I( V(v,))), then this relation implies 
as long as xt E U n N. Since N is bounded and V is bounded on i\‘, there 
must be a tl such that xtl E a(U n N). But hypothesis (i) implies that 
xt, E 3N. This proves the last assertion of the theorem. Hypothesis (ii) implies 
that each neighborhood of zero contains a p0 in U n N. Thus, zero is unstable 
and the theorem is proved. 
5. STABILITY FOR AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
In this section, we consider the autonomous system 
Dx, = Dcp $- 
I’ 
)(x8) ds, t > 0, x0 = % (5.1) 
where Dg, = ~(0) -g(p), g : C -+ R” is continuous and linear, f : C - Rqk 
is continuous and takes closed bounded sets into bounded sets. We also 
assume (5.1) has a unique solution but this condition is not essential. If x(v) 
is a solution of (5.1) on [O, co), then the orbit y(v) of x(v) is {xt(v), t E [0, co)}. 
LEMMA 5.1. If D is stable with respect to C([O, co), R”), then the orbit of 
any solution x(v) of(5.l)f or which Dx,(q~) is boundedfor t > 0 must belong to a 
compact set of C. 
Proof. Let x = x(y). Since Dx, is bounded, it follows that si f(x.J ds is 
bounded. Since D is stable with respect to C([O, co), R”), this implies xt is 
bounded. As a result of the fact thatftakes closed bounded sets into bounded 
sets, this implies there is a constant N such that jf(xt)l < N, t > 0. For any 
7 >, 0, one has 
Dx ti7 = Dx, + lt+‘f (4 4 t > 0, T 
Dx, = DP + j+s, ds, t 3 0. 
Therefore, 
Wt,, - xt) = D(x, - p) + ( j;‘f(xs, ds - j:f(+J &)a 
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The fact that D is stable with respect to C([O, co), Rn) implies from (3.3) 
that 
IX tfT - Xt ( < Kl x, - qlI + 2TNlM 
forallt>,O,~>,O.Forany~>O,thereisaS>Osuchthat~x,-p,/ < c/2K, 
27N < E/Z&’ for 0 < T < 6. Therefore, 1 x~+~ - xt j < E for 0 < 7 < 6 
and all t > 0 and the function xt is uniformly continuous in t for t in [0, XI). 
This plus the fact that xt is uniformly bounded for t 2 0 implies {xt> belongs 
to a compact set of C. This proves the lemma. 
DEFINITION 5.1. An element I+IJ of C is said to belong to the w-limit set 
w(y(v)) of an orbit y(y) of (5.1) if there is a sequence of real numbers t, - co 
as k -+ 00 such that xtk(g)) -+ # as k -j 00. A subset r of C is said to be 
invariant with respect to solutions of (5.1) if for any y E r, there is a function 
g(q) : (-co, co) - Rn which satisfies g,,(q) = v and 
Da+&) = %A~,) + f f( gois( ds, t30 
0 
foralloin(-a, co). 
LEMMA 5.2. If D is stable with respect to C([O, co), R”) and x(v) is a 
solution of (5.1) with D%,(y) bounded for t > 0, then w(y(9)) is a non-empty, 
compact, connected invariant set of (5.1). 
The proof is not given since Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 3 of [4] imply the 
conclusion. Following LaSalle [5], we give 
DEFINITION 5.2. We say V : C -+ R is a Liapunov function on a ‘set G 
in C if V is continuous on G, the closure of G, and P < 0 on G. Let ’ 
s = {Ip E e : P(lp) = 0) 
r = largest set in S which is invariant with respect to (5.1). 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose D is stable with respect to C([O, oo), R”) and V 
is a Liapunov function on G. If x(v) is a solution of (5.1) which remains in G and 
has Dq(q) boundedfor t 2 0, then q(v) + ras t + co. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose D is stable with respect to C([O, co), Rn) and V 
is a Liapunov function on G = G, = (9) E C : V(v) < Z}. If there is a constant 
K = K(Z) such that v in G, implies 1 Dp 1 < K, then any solution ~~(93) of (5.1) 
with 9” in Ga approaches I’ as t -+ CO. 
With Lemma 5.2, these results are special cases of Theorem 1 of [4]. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. If the condition of Corollary 5.1 are satisjied and, in 
addition, 
P(y) < -w(i Dp, 1) :< 0, 
for some continuous function w : [0, 00) --, R, then every solution of (5.1) with 
a) E G, approaches {q~ E G, : ~(1 Dq [) = 0). In particular, if W(S) > 0 for 
s > 0, then every solution of (5.1) with v in G, approaches zero as t --f GO. 
Proof. The first part is obvious since r C (p’ E Gl : ~(1 D(p)/) == 01. 
If w(s) > 0 for s > 0 then r C {p’ : Dg, = O}. If xt is a solution of (5.1) 
in r for t E (-co, CD), then xt :s 0. In fact, there is an L such that [ xt j < L, 
t E (-co, GO). If there is a 7 such that / x, j # 0, choose u so that 
where /3, LY. are given in Lemma 3.2. Then 
j x~(u, x,)1 < fie-orct-~Jj x, / < /3e-rrct-o)L < $e-or(t-‘)l x, 1, 
for all t > (T. For t = 7, this gives a contradiction and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose D is stable with respect to C([O, co), Ri”). Suppose 
zero belongs to the closure of an open set U in C and N is an open neighborhood of 
zero in C. Assume that 
(i) V is a Liapunov function on G = N r~ CT. 
(ii) r IT e consists of points belonging to 8G n N plus possibly zero. 
(iii) V(F) < 7 on G when QJ f 0 
(iv) V(0) = 7 and V(F) = 7 when y E aG n N. 
If N,, is a bounded neighborhood of zero properly contained in N, then y # 0 
in G n N,, implies there exists a 7 such that x,(p) E aN, . 
Proof. Suppose v E G n N, . Then V(xt(cp)) ,( V(v) < 7 for all t 2 0 
as long as ~~(9) remains in G n N,, . If xt(~) remains in the bounded set 
G n N0 for all t 3 0, then Dxt(v) is bounded for t > 0. Lemma 5.2 implies 
W(P) is a non-empty, invariant set of (5.1) and belongs to G n N, . Hypoth- 
esis (ii) implies w(y(q)) C %G n N. On the other hand, Y(#) = 77 for 
Z/ E aG n N, which is a contradiction. Thus, there is a 7 > 0 such that 
q(p)) E EJ(N, n G) C (aNo) n (aG). Condition (iv) implies x,(v) E 8Ns . This 
proves the theorem. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
6.1. Consider the scalar equation 
$ [x(t) + cx(t - Y)] + ax(t) = 0 (6.1) 
where a, c are constants with a > 0, ( c / < 1. Lemma 3.1 implies the operator 
Dg, = ~(0) + cv(--r) is stable with respect to C([O, co), Ii). If 
then 
w?J) = p$g2 + UC2 s O v”(e) a --T 
F(v) = -u(Dy)” - a(1 - c”) v”(O) f --a@#. 
Theorem 4.1 implies the solution x = 0 of (6.1) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. 
6.2. Consider the equation 
$ [x(t) + cx(t - Y)] + u(t) x(t) = 0 (6.2) 
where c is constant, 1 c 1 < 1, u(t) is continuous for t 2 0, u(t) >, 6 > 0, 
t > 0, a(t) > c2u(t + Y), t > 0. This latter condition is satisfied for example 
if u(t) has a derivative d(t) < 0. If Dp, = ~(0) + cg~(-r), then D is stable 
with respect to C([O, CO), R). If 
then 
Vx,) = (DxJ2 + I:_, c2u(u +r) x”(u) du, 
l&) = -u(t)(Dx,)2 - [u(t) - c%(t + Y)] G(t) < -S(Dx,)2. 
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and, thus, the solution x = 0 
of (6.2) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
6.3. Consider the equation 
$ [x(t) + c(t) x(t - Y)] + ax(t) + b(t) x(t - Y) = 0 (6.3) 
where a > 0 is constant, c(t), b(t) are continuous for t 2 0 and there is a 
6 > 0 such that c2(t) < 1 - 6, t > 0. If D(t)g, = ~(0) + c(t) 9)(-r), then 
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it follows from the remark following Lemma 3.1 that D(t)v is uniformly stable 
with respect to C([O, co), R). If 
where (Y 3 0 is a constant, then 
P(t, cp) = -(a - a) $(O) - (b + UC) p(O) cp(-Y) - (bc + a) p’(-Y) (6.4) 
where b, c are evaluated at t. Let us consider p(t, 9)) as a quadratic form in 
D(t)v, p(O), v(--r) and write it in the form 
qt, rp) = --A[D(t)# - B@(O) - 2+(o) p( -Y) - D@( -Y). (6.5) 
If we determine a constant A and functions B, C, D with i2 > 0, B ;,I: 0, 
D >, 0, BD 3 C2, then v(‘(t, a) < -A[D(t)y,12 and the conditions of 
Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Therefore, the solution x == 0 of (6.3) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. 
Identification of (6.4) with (6.5) yields 
A + B = a -- a, 
b + ac 
CA $- C = - 
2 ’ 
r”A + D = bc + (Y. 
If we arbitrarily choose B = a/2, then 
.4 = aj2 -- 01, 2C = b j- 2m, 
D = c jb - y) + (1 + C’)LY. 
Notice that A is constant whereas C, D are functions of t. Let ,f3 = 2aja 
and then it is easy to check that a 3 0, .4 > 0, BD 3 C2 will be satisfied 
if we can find a constant /?, 0 < p < 1, such that 
Py(t)c(t) - 1lP + [y(t) - c(t)]” -c 0, y(t) = W/a. (6.6) 
Any condition on y(t), c(t) which will ensure that (6.6) has a constant 
solution ,E in [0, 1) will imply that the solution x = 0 of (6.3) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. 
In order for (6.6) to have a solution it is necessary that 
2y(t)c(t) - I < 0, t >, 0. (6.7) 
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If (6.7) is satisfied, then there is a constant solution /3 of (6.6) in [0, 1) if 
there is an c > 0 such that 
y2(t) + c”(t) < 1 - E, t>O 
6.4. Consider the equation 
A?(t) + c(t) qt - r) + ax(t) = 0 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
where a > 0 is a constant, c(t), t 2 0, has a continuous first derivative and 
1 c(t)/ .< 1 - 6, 6 > 0 a constant. Equation (6.9) can be written in the form 
$ [x(t) + 4”) x(t - 41 + ax(t) - i(t) s(t - Y) = 0, (6.10) 
which is a special case of (6.3) with b(t) = -C(t). The results of the previous 
example give conditions on c(t), a, f(t) which imply that the solution s = 0 
of (6.10) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
6.5. Consider the equation 
$ (x(t) + cx(t - r)) + ax(t) = 0, (6.11) 
where 1 c 1 < 1, a < 0. This is a special case of system (2.2) with Dp = 
940) + d-r>. If 
then 
P(yJ) = - ; (I+)2 - f (1 - c2) #(-r) > - ; (D#. 
If U = (p’ : V&) > O), th en the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied 
and the zero solution of (6.11) is unstable. 
6.6. Consider the equation 
f [x(t) + cx(t - r)] + ax(t) + b2(t - r) = 0, (6.12) 
where a > 0,O < c2 < 1 and b is any real number. If 
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then 
From the definition of a stable operator, for any 6, , E,, , it is easily verified 
that / v 1 < 6,) / Dx,(~)l < E,, , implies j xt(~)j < @+, , E,,) for all t >3 0 
where ~(0, 0) = 0, and 7 is a nondecreasing continuous function of 6, , Q, . 
Choose 6, , E,, such that Q = &S, , E,,), E,, satisfy 
q&J < a(1 - c”). 
Clearly 7. > 6, . 
If j I) 1 < L in the operator norm, choose 0 < 6 < 6, such that 
L2S + ac2d2 < E 2 0 - 
Then, the solution of (6.12) for / y 1 < 8, 9 in C satisfies 
V%(d) < co2 > %(d, G --uPt(YJ)) G 0 
for some positive definite u. This shows that the null solution of (6.12) is 
asymptotically stable. 
7. THE CONVERSE THEOREMS FOR UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
Consider the system 
x, = y, u in [T, co). 
(7-l) 
In this section, we will show that a converse theorem of Liapunov type exists 
when (7.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
The presentation below follows closely the one in Hahn [6] and Hale [7] 
for ordinary differential equations. The details of the proofs are not given 
since they follow as in ordinary differential equations once the essential 
difference is specified. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let D(t) and f (t, a) be bounded linear operators from C 
into Rn such that for all q~ in C 
I D(t)p, I G Kl P I for t > T. (7.2) 
If (7.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable, then there are positive constants M, 
a and a continuous scalar function 17 on [T, CXJ) x C such that 
(4 I Wk I < Vt7 9) G Ml v I 
(b) p(t, P) < -v(t) (7.3) 
(4 I W d - v(t, #>I G MI F - $ I 
for all t > 7, p, t,A in C. v is the usual upper right hand derivate along the 
solutions of (7.1). 
Proof. Uniform asymptotic stability implies there are positive constants 
K,, and a such that the solution x(u, ‘p) of (7.1), u 3 T, x,(u, q~) = v satisfies 
I du., v)l < KP+u)I 9 I, 
for all t 3 u, 91 in C. Define 
We refer the reader for the details in the verification of (7.2) to [7]. The 
constant M is given by M = KK, . 
When f (t, 9’) is not linear in q, the lemma below may be used to prove the 
theorem that follows it. The proofs given in [6] and [7] apply with only a 
slight modification. 
LEMMA 7.1. The null solution of (7.1) is unzformly asymptotically stable 
if and only if there exist functions p(u), v(u) with 
(a) p(u) defined, continuous and monotonically increasing in an interval 
0 < u < 6, , p(0) = 0. 
(b) v(u) defined, continuous and monotonically decreasing in 0 < u < 00, 
44 +Oasu-+oo 
such that for any q~ in C, / q~ j < 6, and u >, T, the solution x(u, v) of (7.1) 
satisfies 
I Xt(U, dl G PO 9) I> v(t - oh t > u. (7.4) 
THEOREM 7.2. Let f (t, 0) = 0, f (t, v) be locally Lipschitzian in q~ uniformly 
with respect to t, g satisfy (7.2) and the null solution of (7.1) be uniformly 
asymptotically stable. Then, there exists a 6, > 0, K = K(S,) > 0, positive 
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definite functions b(u), c(u) on 0 < u < 6, and a scalar function V(t, p) 
defined and contimous for t in [T, co), p in C, j v 1 < 8, such that 
(a) I W) P I G Vt, ~1 G 41 v I> 
(b) l’(t, v> G -4 4th I) (7.5) 
(4 I VT v> - w, llr)l G KI P - # I 
for all t 3 7, y, * in C, I v I, I # I < 6, . 
The proof of this last theorem follows step by step the argument given 
in [P’] with the only change being that D(t)xt(u, ‘p) as in the proof of Theorem 
7.1 is used to define the function V(t, q~). 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 can be used to discuss the effect of certain types of 
perturbation on systems for which the zero solution is uniformly asymptoti- 
cally stable. More precisely, suppose D(t) is the same as in (7.1), 
F: [T,GO) x C+R” 
is continuous and consider the system 
(7.6) 
If y = y(o, p), x = x(u, v) are the solutions of (7.6), (7.1), respectively, 
with initial value v at u and the zero solution of (7.1) is uniformly asymp- 
totically stable, then relations (7.5) imply that 
On the other hand, 
D((J + h)(Yoih - x,+h. ) = j"" PF(s, rs) - f ($3 41 & 0 
for any h > 0. Since g(t, q~) satisfies (3.1), it follows there is an h, > 0 such 
that 
1 
s 
ofh 
1 yo+h - %+A t < 1 _ I@,) IF(s,Ys) -fh %)I ds, ~ 
for 0 < h < h, . If this relation is used in (7.7), one obtains 
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As in ordinary differential equations, relation (7.8), the known upper 
bound for v~,.~)(t, 9) and the inequalities for I/ can now be used to prove 
asymptotic properties of the perturbed equation (7.6). 
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